Spring Sports
2019
What can we do?
How long will we wait?

SITUATION

understanding what we are dealing with
 Needham’s snowfall accumulation was about
40 inches to date. Record was 136” in 1995-96.
 Needham had a lot of heavy rain storms, an
equivalent of more than 100 inches of snow.
 From other projects, the frost depth was
estimated at 3-4 feet deep.
 The melting snow does not easily reach the root
system until the frost melts.

SNOW

 Sinkholes and potholes will appear during
freeze/thaw.

FROST

SNOW REMOVAL
why not?

 Heavy vehicles cannot go onto synthetic or natural grass fields.
 Snow removal on synthetic fields is performed with specialized
equipment (not owned by Needham) to protect the million dollar
investment in each field itself. Using unapproved equipment can
potentially void the warranty.
 Plows, heavy equipment and snow blowers cannot go on
tennis courts and track without risking expensive damage.

The good news? The week of March 11th
has been great for natural melting on
synthetic and grass fields!!!!

DPW MAINTENANCE
ongoing work

 Town-wide—removed snow from storm drains and prepared for
melt; located fire hydrants; repairing potholes.
 Removed snow from walkways, access points, parking areas at
parks.

 Prepared equipment needed for spring use at fields.
 Monitoring for sink holes and heaving areas on fields and parking
lots.

The DeFazio Parking Lot
 Secondary snow dump for Town,
which has not been needed much in
2019
 Spreading material out to melt

 Back blading and installing parking
barriers

FIELD STATUS

 Let’s let the snow melt, first.
 It is tempting to get right onto the grass,
but it is important to wait, as the unseen
frost below the ground thaws!

 When the surface is dry, groups will get the
go-ahead to use the fields—but maybe with
some special directions, i.e. “sneakers,
only” or “outfield, only”
 The best draining fields will likely be the first
to open, sometime on or after April 1st. The
slower draining fields will take longer,
including the diamond infields as the clay
surface is meant to retain water, slowing
down the draining process.
 If you use parking lots for some drills, prior
to fields opening, please insure that the
participants are located in a safe area.
P.S. Tennis Courts are for tennis, only...snow
needs to melt at the courts!

when?

PREVENTION
fall maintenance

The best way to prepare for winter conditions is to insure
specific tasks are undertaken in the fall before putting the
fields “to bed.” Needham does these tasks on high-use fields.
 Feed the fields with nitrogen
 Aerate and top dress with sand
 Seed areas that are heavily used and cover that area with turf
blankets

 Control use when ground is frozen

The strong recommendation is that athletic fields not be used until
the grass starts to actively grow. Since that is in May, the Town adds
Ammonium Sulfate to help push-start the growth and create
strong fields. It is important that leagues move practices around, to
prevent overuse of specific field areas

TEAM WORK
Shane may be
excited to sit on the
plow, but he knows
he doesn’t have
permission to plow
or shovel a field or
tennis court...leave it
to DPW and other
professionals.

work together towards success
 Waiting is hard—but please be patient and let
Nature and DPW do their work.
 Follow specific directions given when each field
begins to open.
 Prevent unauthorized maintenance from occurring!

